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Chairman’s Message
by John Porter

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Recently, I was called upon to explain the value of CSFA. Let me
share with you how I formulated my answer, which is that CSFA is
working for you on three levels: in the industry, at your club, and in
your own career.
First, we carry the message that fitness and spa are vital to the future of the club
industry. We conduct research to document the growth of wellness and its expanding
role as a driver of membership in private clubs. We give you the tools to educate your
boards and committees on the value that fitness and spa bring to your members. We tell
the story over and over that clubs without fitness centers are adding them, clubs with
fitness centers are expanding them… and hardly anyone builds them big enough! Our
relationship with the Club Management Association of America (CMAA) is an affirmation
that wellness is here to stay and will only become more central to your club’s mission
going forward.
Second, we give you information and education to run your facilities better. We keep
you abreast of trends, provide information on compensation, and create a forum for
the exchange of ideas among your peers. Many of you may already engage with other
fitness/spa directors in your regions; we bring that comradery to you on a much wider
scale. We host regional conferences and educational events in various parts of the
country, provide webinars on assorted topics, and publish a newsletter full of ideas and
best practices. Existing as we do at the intersection of private clubs and the fitness/spa
industries, we conduct research in both directions, looking within our own niche and out
to the broader world to help our members rise above the din of the day-to-day routine
and get a perspective on what’s going on around them.
Finally, we offer you a path to career advancement through education, certification,
and employment opportunities. Many of us come to be fitness directors from having
been personal trainers, or perhaps you are a spa director who came up through being a
therapist or esthetician. CSFA offers a certification program, almost akin to a mini-MBA,
specifically to teach you how to run your facilities. Or, you can consult your copy of
CSFA’s Private Club Spa and Fitness Management Resource Manual for quick answers to
your operational questions. Our events are a great place to network with your peers, and
of course, our Job Bank is there both to help you find qualified employees for your club
and to help you take the next step in your own career.
Ultimately, CSFA is here to help you get the respect and recognition you deserve as a
spa and/or fitness professional. To those who are running expansive, state-of-the-art
facilities, I say, “Thank you for being guiding lights to the rest of us, for sharing your
experience and expertise, and for blazing a trail.” To those who continue to toil in lessthan-adequate facilities, I say, “Keep the faith, your day is coming, and we are here to
support you along the way!” Together we are a strong voice in the private club industry.
Thank you for being part of this important work as a member of CSFA.

John R. Porter
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Nicole Mains, a CSFA Advisory Board Member, presented two of the eight
wellness education sessions.

Jacki Kellog, a Les Mills Master Trainer, helped attendees jump start their day
both literally and figuratively for a “sweatworking” good time.

Technogym, a CSFA Platinum Partner, had attendees working for their business
on the Expo floor.

The Wellness Pavilion afforded attendees the opportunity to try products and
services first-hand.

Eighteen companies exhibited in the first-ever Wellness Pavilion, five of which
were CSFA Partners.

Beer Yoga – highlighting a fitness trend, while practicing yoga and enjoying a
beer together.

CMAA World Conference & Club Business Expo
CSFA was well-represented at CMAA’s World
Conference & Club Business Expo in Nashville, TN,
in February, from education sessions, to fitness
activities, to a Wellness Pavilion on the Expo floor.

be even more prevalent, making this Conference
and Expo a great Q1 event for CSFA members and
partners to attend.
Back to Table of Contents

Make plans to join us next year in Grapevine, TX,
from February 8–12 where fitness and wellness will
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PERFORMANCE RUNNING
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SKILLRUN™ shatters all expectations of what a treadmill can be. The first
piece of running equipment that trains both sprinting power and cardio
endurance thanks to its MULTIDRIVE TECHNOLOGY™ (PATENT PENDING), it
will make you truly unbeatable. Discover more: technogym.com/skillrun
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CSFA Annual
Conference

and Corporate Partner Showcase

July 22–24, 2019
Ocean Reef Club, Key Largo, FL

This summer, recharge your batteries and refresh
your minds. It’s time to join your CSFA colleagues
for three days of exchanging experiences, learning
about industry trends, and discovering new
resources to enhance your club’s offerings.

Education sessions and networking event details
are in the works, but please be sure to save the
date and start making plans to join us for this
annual event. Ocean Reef Club is offering CSFA
members and partners a rate of $179/night plus
taxes and service charges. Click here to make your
reservation today!
Back to Table of Contents
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Experiential learning with a group hike on Desert Mountain Club’s trails.

Wellness Is on the Rise
by Kevin Caldabaugh
Congratulations! If you are reading this article, then
you owe yourself a pat on the back for an excellent
career choice. The global wellness industry is
thriving as people all over the world are choosing
to prioritize wellbeing, and private clubs are reaping
the benefits.
Did you know the global wellness industry is now
valued at $4.2 trillion and represents a whopping
5.3 percent of total global economic output? Or
how about that the average sales price premium
for wellness lifestyle real estate is between 10-25
percent, with some premiums as high as 55 percent?
According to the Global Wellness Institute, the
three fastest growing global industry sectors are
spa, wellness tourism, and wellness real estate. As
fitness and wellness directors, it’s easy for us to see
the growth in our spas, but what about real estate
and tourism? Individuals more and more are choosing where to live based on the wellness amenities
to which they have access. This includes fitness,
sports, spa care, medical care, healthy dining
options, rich social experiences, a connectedness
to the environment, clean air, and more. Does this
sound a bit like your private club?
On top of this, people are willing to pay more for
access to wellness amenities when they travel. The
average international wellness tourist spends 53
Club Spa and Fitness News | Winter 2019

percent more than the average international tourist,
while the average domestic wellness tourist spends
178 percent more. Wellbeing is important!
On the home front, we’re continuing to see health
club membership and consumerism growth
outpace GDP with total members now at 60.86
million and consumers at 70.15 million respectively.
And since we know 77 percent of all health club
members are age 54 or younger and that our clubs
are getting younger, then we would expect to see
wellness growing in the private club industry – and
that’s exactly what we’re seeing.
According to the most recent CSFA Trend Report,
spa and fitness now make up the largest portion of
non-golf sports amenities in clubs at 40 percent,
and a significant majority of clubs, regardless of
size, are now generating non-golf sports revenue.
In fact, it can be argued that the more a club
spends on wellness amenities, the more attractive
the club’s value proposition and financially healthy
it is. Clubs that spend more turn their membership
over every twenty-five years, while clubs that spend
the least, turn their membership over every ten.
Additionally, the initiation fee among the highest
spending clubs is four times higher than the
lowest, despite annual dues being equal – a strong
indicator of the value of wellness.
Continued on next page
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Nutrition- and color-rich snack breaks.

CSFA Executive Director, Corinne Grimaldi, with Desert Mountain
Club CEO, Damon DiOrio, and CMAA CEO, Jeff Morgan.

John Embree, CEO of the USPTA, provides an update on the state of
the tennis industry.

Pickleball, pickleball, and more pickleball – instruction and play on
the court.

Continued from previous page

To further highlight the desires of club members,
the CSFA Trend Report shows the smallest clubs
generate 55 percent of non-golf sports revenue
from tennis and racquets and 15 percent in spa and
fitness, while the largest clubs generate 23 percent
from tennis and racquets and 49 percent in spa
and fitness. Larger clubs tend to be more heavily
invested in spa and fitness, and thus generate
higher revenues in this area. Fitness center visits
are also significantly outpacing golf rounds played,
with 75th percentile data showing nearly 78,000
annual visits vs. 38,000 rounds played.
Private clubs are changing. It’s no secret. Wellness
is an integral part of a club’s value and will continue
to shape board and management decisions for
years to come. As managers, it’s our duty to stay on
top of industry data to be sure we can help guide
our operations in a prosperous direction.
Kevin Caldabaugh is the Director of Fitness &
Wellness at John’s Island Club and Past President
of the Club Spa & Fitness Association.
Back to Table of Contents
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All this information – and more! – was
presented to club managers by CSFA at
CMAA’s new Business Management Institute
(BMI) Sports & Recreation Management
program in Scottsdale, AZ, in January.
This was the first of a concentrated effort
to educate current and future managers on
our rapidly evolving industry segment. CSFA
members were invited to register for the BMI at
the CMAA member rate, which is one example
of the many ways we are working on partnering
with CMAA to collectively help educate our next
generation of leaders. The inaugural program
was a sell-out success, so it is sure to be a
repeat event.
Stay tuned for 2020 details and, for now, enjoy
these pictures from the 2019 event and read on
for an article about one of the program’s host
clubs, Desert Mountain Club, who is literally
thinking outside the box on how they deliver
wellness opportunities to their members.
7

Desert Mountain Club introduced an Interactive Trail Guide that caters to both serious and novice hikers alike.

Desert Mountain Club Members Enjoy “Happy Trails”
by Rob Thomas, as previously published in Club & Resort Business’s
January 10, 2019, e-newsletter
A new Interactive Trail Guide at Desert Mountain
Club provides hikers and bikers with state-of-theart data on everything from suggested routes to the
best spots for viewing a sunset.
The Desert Mountain Club, a private golf and
recreational community situated just north of
Scottsdale, AZ, boasts six Jack Nicklaus Signature
Golf Courses. But it’s something off the fairways
that’s attracting not only the attention of Desert
Mountain members these days, but also other club
managers looking for new ways to engage their
own memberships and fully utilize their properties.
The property has installed a new Interactive Trail
Guide that caters to both serious and novice hikers
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alike. Positioned at the trailhead of the property’s
15-mile private trail system, which encompasses
seven separate trail segments, the guide allows
hikers to select a route by distance, degree of
difficulty, or even based on where they’ll come
across the best sunset views.
Once the hike is selected, a customized map
is created and can be scanned onto the hiker’s
mobile device. Twenty of the most common routes,
and accompanying GPS data, are pre-loaded into
the system, to assist in selecting each person’s
ideal hike.
Continued on next page
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The Interactive Trail Guide allows Desert Mountain members and guests to fully customize hikes – from distance covered to degree of difficulty.

Continued from previous page

Design by Demand
Craig Mitchell, a member of Desert Mountain who
designed the Interactive Trail Guide, says there
was a strong desire within the community for
such technology. Mitchell is also a member of the
“Desperados” — a group of like-minded outdoor
enthusiasts who are vigilant about advancing
Desert Mountain’s outdoor recreation experience.
“Desert Mountain is a vibrant community, and the
demands for all outdoor recreational opportunities
[on the property] are growing rapidly,” Mitchell says.
“About 66 percent of our golf members are hikers,
and users [of the property] take 12,000 hikes per
year. The Desperados wanted to provide consistent
and accurate information to users in a fun, intuitive
and engaging manner.”

While the technology behind the Interactive Trail
Guide is not new, Mitchell says its application at
Desert Mountain is a first-of-its-kind use. “The
hardware and software solutions are readily available, but the trails application is an original design,
unique to Desert Mountain,” he says. “This was our
vision, and we were able to bring it to life.”
Mitchell says he felt like a “kid in a candy shop”
when helping with the design of the Guide, which
was compiled around user demands for information
and the rugged Arizona environment.
“The Interactive Trail Guide was built based on
questions from our members for data pertinent to
our trails and their skills,” he says. “We wanted to
take our trails experience to a new level, for beginner and advanced hikers and bikers alike.”
Continued on next page
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“As a premier golf and
outdoor recreation
community, this type of
technology and amenity is
one the club industry is just
now starting to explore, and
we have fully embraced it.”
— Damon DiOrio, CCM, CCE,
Chief Executive Officer,
Desert Mountain Club

Continued from previous page

Full of Features
In addition to providing mapped routes, the Interactive Trail Guide also has the capability to check
current weather, view an informative species guide,
scan interesting facts and recommend specific
hikes. Photos submitted by members from recent
trailhead events will also be on display, as well as
information about the Desperados.
For those not technologically savvy or wanting to
stick to tried-and-true methods, Mitchell says printed maps are readily available at the trailhead. That
said, because the hiker can scan and download
selected hikes to a smartphone, the Interactive Trail
Guide provides mobile support with GPS coordination to assist along the way, which a traditional map
can’t do.
Another plus is that members don’t need a dedicated app on their phone or device; instead, they can
just “grab and go.”
“The software resides on a media player [hard
drive] that is attached to the on-site monitor,”
Mitchell says. “However, each map displayed on
the Guide monitor has a QR [quick recognition]

code that can be easily scanned and downloaded
to a mobile device.”
To fund the Interactive Trail Guide, the Desperados—a 501(c)(3) organization operating under the
umbrella of the Arizona Community Foundation—relied on member contributions.
“We do community-based work within and outside
of Desert Mountain,” Mitchell says. “The original
15-mile trail system was built entirely on member
donations.
“Our future plans,” he adds, “include local volunteer
work, local philanthropy, new trails, a 60-foot mosaic representing the Sonoran Desert from sunrise
to sunset, a ‘base camp’ map of outdoor activities
available in a 100-mile radius of Desert Mountain,
and of course, the Interactive Trail Guide.
“All of this has been and will be funded by member donations through Desperado Development
Campaigns,” Mitchell continues. “We are also
fortunate to receive support from Desert Mountain
Club, the Desert Mountain Community [HOA],
the Desert Mountain Community Foundation and
Russ Lyon Realty.”
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Plenty of Potential
While golf courses and resorts are generating
revenue through new technology—such as ordering
food and beverages from a golf cart or selling ads
on the in-cart screen— Mitchell says the Desperados have no current plans for monetizing the
Interactive Trail Guide. However, their application
is copyrighted, and the group is looking into trademarks and licensing.
As for expanding the use of the Interactive Trail
Guide beyond the trails, Mitchell says “The Desperados are always thinking of how to advance outdoor
recreation at Desert Mountain—that is our mission.
The Guide is new, but we always listen to our fellow
outdoor enthusiasts, [and] that will drive our future
features.”
Recognizing how the community is at the forefront
of this movement, Desert Mountain’s Chief Executive Officer, Damon DiOrio, CCM, CCE, is eager to
share this technology with golf courses and resorts
nationwide.

“As a premier golf and outdoor recreation community, this type of technology and amenity is one
the club industry is just now starting to explore,
and we have fully embraced it,” DiOrio says. “[In
early January], Desert Mountain will serve as host
to 50 club managers from around the country, to
showcase this and other outdoor amenities that
are geared toward providing a variety of health and
wellness opportunities for the golf enthusiast and
their families.”
That event, DiOrio says, has grown out of recognition by the Club Management Association of
America [CMAA] that “there has been an explosion
in non-golf facilities around the country as one
of the hottest [and most] sustained trends in the
industry.
“Recognizing this, [the CMAA] came to the leadership of [its Southwest Chapter] for help, knowing
that clubs like ours are among a group here at
the cutting edge of these outdoor recreational
pursuits,” DiOrio adds.
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

That led to the development of the week-long
program, offered to club managers as part of
the CMAA’s Certified Club Manager certification
process, that was scheduled for the Scottsdale
area for the week of January 7-11. The agenda
included visits to Arizona Country Club and The
Desert Highlands Country & Golf Club, in addition
to Desert Mountain.
Seminar sessions covered a full variety of topics
in addition to hiking and biking, including: youth
programming; kids camps; winter sports; lawn
games; fitness and wellness technology and
nutrition; tennis and racquet sports; adaptive
sports; yachting and sailing; bocce; croquet;
aquatics; “glamping”; and “doorstop sports.”
Presentations were made by managers from many
other clubs throughout the country, in addition to
the host clubs.

Expanding the Technology
While Desert Mountain doesn’t have any immediate
plans to also utilize its new Interactive Trail technology on the golf course, DiOrio says a possible
expansion is planned within the hiking realm. “We
are looking into installing a duplicate version of the
Interactive Trail Guide at the Sonoran Clubhouse,
which serves as our hub for fitness, wellness and
outdoor experiences,” he says. “This way, members
can plan their hikes before hitting the trail.”
Rob Thomas is the Associate Editor for Club & Resort
Business Magazine. CR&B’s magazine and digital
network covers the operations and management staff
of country clubs, semi-private/daily fee, city clubs,
yacht clubs and resorts that operate club-like facilities.
CR&B’s goal is to provide useful ideas and creative
solutions to the challenges you face. In addition to the
print magazine, C&RB offers multiple digital products,
including a daily e-newsletter.
Back to Table of Contents

Deliver the Added Value
Your Members Want
with Coaching
Beneﬁts for Your Members:
• One-on-one coaching by phone
• Onsite workshops
• Virtual webinars
• Educational resources
Beneﬁts for Your Club:
• Marketing support
• Trainer and coach collaboration
to get the best results for clients
• Increased revenue generation

wellbeingcoaches.com • 833-223-9335
A partner of HMC Healthworks

PRETTY. easy.
Maximize sales in a minimal footprint.
Contact our New Business Team to learn more!
844.350.1610 | newbusiness@janeiredale.com
On-Site Physical Therapy provides quality, one-on-one Physical Therapy within your
facility. Take your club to the next level with an integrated approach to rehabilitation,
utilizing a team approach of spa, sports, fitness, and wellness.
on-sitept.com | onsitept@yahoo.com | (561) 632-2160
HYPOALLERGENIC & DERMATOLOGIST TESTED. #BEAUTYWITHBRILLIANCE JANEIREDALE.COM
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Simple Wellness Trends to Integrate Into Your Club
by Sharon Narduzzi
The Global Wellness Institute estimates the Global
Wellness Economy is a $4.2 trillion industry, a 12.8
percent increase in the last two years. Wellness
is cutting across sectors ranging from education
to retail to healthcare. Modern-day “wellness”
is broadening; it refers to holistic healthy living
characterized by physical, mental, social, and
spiritual well-being. This buzzing trend is gaining
traction across multiple industries. The club spa
and fitness arenas are primed to implement this
broad scope of wellness allowing members the
chance to interact with wellness in a much more
approachable way. Below are a few trends to
consider for your club:
Recovery Gadgets: Our industry emphasizes the
importance of recovery in a well-rounded movement routine, so it’s exciting to see the push in the
media. Modern recovery technologies use stronger
signals like vibration, infrared light, targeted compression, intense cold, and intense heat to speed
recovery and development. You may have heard
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of the TheraGun, a handheld massage machine
developed by a chiropractor, that has become
a must-have tool to help people recover like the
pros. Hyperice portable ice compression device
is another option for assisted recovery as well as
their vibrating fitness roller and vibrating massage
ball Vyper and Hypersphere. Add these tools to
your gym arsenal and make them available for sale.
Intelligent recovery will only continue in 2019 as
more people seek new ways to satisfy their fitness
goals that are safe, enjoyable, and convenient.
Sleep: More than one-third of American adults do
not get enough sleep on a regular basis, reports
the CDC. In fact, it’s now a public health epidemic,
with research linking a lack of rest to a number of
problems. Cognitive functions are impaired, so
we are more likely to overreact, and our emotional
intelligence is degraded, so we are more likely to
be irritable. The last few years have seen several
new tech products to help people sleep, including
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

nighttime wearables, sleep trackers, smart pillows,
and more. There are sleep coaches, sleep rituals,
and Nightfood is the next big functional food
category. Introduce a sleep aid educational series
or retail sleep enhancing tech products.
Vitamin Drips: IV infusions are well-known for
hangovers! The new IVs are credited with doing
everything from enhancing your skin’s glow, to
combatting jet lag, aiding muscle recovery, and
improving your digestion. Also, known for its
reputed ability to thoroughly hydrate and add
a vitamin, mineral and amino acid boost to the
bloodstream in levels that would be impossible to
absorb orally. Since it’s an IV, the drip bypasses
your body’s digestive system where nutrients
can pass through without being fully absorbed
and delivers nutrients in a more bioavailable
form. IVs have all the components to be big in
wellness. Perhaps start with a naturopathic doctor
partnership utilizing mobile IV services.
CBD: The 2018 Farm Bill legalized hemp-based
CBD cultivation nationwide. CBD – Cannabidiol – is
a non-intoxicating compound in hemp and cannabis
plants that’s credited with relieving anxiety, insomnia, pain, and inflammation. Based on increasing
understanding and popularity, there is an influx of
CBD-infused products in the spa including CBD
infused massages, facials, manicures, pedicures,
and baths. If you are not ready to introduce services, consider retailing topical products. Do your
research to make an informed decision about the
products and services you introduce to your club.
Club Spa and Fitness News | Winter 2019

Pay attention to the ingredients, CBD concentration,
quality, sourcing, and the extraction process.
Matcha: Active nutrition products, such as vitamins
and protein shakes have been on trend. The new
superfood is matcha. Matcha shots are the new “it
beverage” and many dedicated coffee lovers are
ditching java in favor of matcha. Matcha literally
means "powdered tea." With matcha, you’re
drinking the actual leaves, which have been finely
powdered and made into a solution. In addition to
providing small amounts of vitamins and minerals,
matcha is rich in antioxidants called polyphenols,
which have been tied to protection against heart
disease and cancer, as well as better blood sugar
regulation, blood pressure reduction, and antiaging. And don’t forget the alt-milk!
Sound Therapy: While sound therapy isn't new – it’s
been used in Tibetan, Chinese, and Indian cultures
for centuries – the wellness world is drawing on that
expertise and incorporating sound medicine into
yoga sessions, spa treatments, and workshops. It
works by using particular frequencies played on
bowls or as pieces of music that have been found to
have healing qualities, relaxing the body and mind.
At Silverleaf, we’ve introduced violin meditation and
sound healing classes. Incorporating raw sound into
your classes is as simple as playing crystal singing
bowls, flutes, or tuning forks. Pure sonic bliss!
Sharon Narduzzi is the Director of Wellness at Silverleaf
Club.
Back to Table of Contents
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Corporate Partner Spotlight: Biologique Recherche
For 40 years, Biologique Recherche's unique methodology has built a strong reputation for astounding
effectiveness based on a clinical approach to
beauty care using intentionally pure, concentrated,
and raw ingredients, as well as innovative and
meticulous protocols and procedures. In doing
so, Biologique Recherche has revolutionized the
professional skin care industry with its unique approach to customized treatments and results-driven
products.
Biologique Recherche is not only committed to
their product alone. Their unparalleled education
and support programs enable businesses to build
strong and loyal relationships with long-term performance and effectiveness. “Biologique Recherche
is the partner of choice in more than 75 countries
for exclusive medical spas and day spas in addition
to the world’s premiere luxury hotel spas,” shared
Laura Gerchik, Biologique Recherche USA General
Manager. “We look forward to partnering with CSFA
and extending our presence in the private club
industry.”
Since September 2018, Biologique Recherche has
been part of the United Nations Global Compact,
the world’s largest global sustainable development
initiative. Biologique Recherche is one of the
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few skincare companies worldwide to focus on
Corporate Social Responsibility & Sustainable
Development, as their philosophy believes their
success depends on their respect for the environment and for the women and men they interact with
every day.
Lastly, in an permanent quest
of innovation and efficiency and
in order to be aligned with the
current oxygenating trend in
skincare, Biologique Recherche
has recently reformulated
their entire VIP O2 range (oxygenating range) and
launched a new booster: Booster VIP O2. Thanks
to its innovative micro-massaging foam texture
and its unique formula, Booster VIP O2 is a real
breakthrough in facial treatments. It detoxifies and
stimulates the epidermis to oxygenate the skin
tissues. The complexion is instantly brightened and
visibly more radiant. + BR VIP O2 range image
To learn more about joining the elite group of
Biologique Recherche Professionals visit
www.biologique-recherche.com or email
usa@biologique-recherche.com.
Back to Table of Contents
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BUILDING BETTER SKIN

Partner of choice for the world’s top luxury hotel
spas, private clubs, day and medi spas, Biologique
Recherche has revolutionized the professional skin
care industry with its unique approach to
customized treatments and result-driven products.
Biologique Recherche’s unparalleled education and
support programs will enable your business to build
strong and loyal client relationships with long term
performance and effectiveness.
GLOBAL CLIENT RECOGNITION • SCIENTIFIC INNOVATION
STRONG BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS • EXCLUSIVELY PROFESSIONAL
Learn more about joining our elite group of Biologique Recherche Professionals
Email usa@biologique-recherche.com or visit www.biologique-recherche.com

Get Social!

CSFA is getting social ...
on social media, that is!

POWER-MASKING
Get ready to binge-mask with the introduction of
new multi-action masks that fortify, rejuvenate and
boost skin’s natural glow.

So everything we do is focused on your satisfaction.
We offfer a wide selection of the leading spa products
and spa equipment available.

Follow us
@CSFAssn on Instagram and Twitter!

CSFA Job Bank
Featured Job: Fitness & Wellness
Director at Mountain Brook Club in
Birmingham, AL
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Contact your Business Development Manager or
visit www.imageskincare.com for more information.
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Did You Know?
MORE THAN 66 PERCENT of total fitness and
spa expenses are dedicated to salaries, wages,
payroll taxes and employee benefits, according
to the 2018 Finance & Operations Report.

In addition to that report and the CSFA Trend Report
referenced in Kevin Caldabaugh’s Wellness Is on
the Rise article, CSFA also produces a State of the
Industry and Compensation & Benefits Reports,
all of which can all be found within the Executive
Member Resources section on the CSFA website.
Furthermore, as CSFA continues to develop
its relationship with CMAA, more research
opportunities will arise. For example, every few
years, CMAA produces an Economic Impact Report
which presents statistics on the club industry as
it relates to the economy. This report is free to the
public, as CMAA – now together with CSFA – wants
to tell the greater story of the tremendous impact
our member clubs have.
Please take
advantage of
these outstanding
reports that your
membership
affords you.
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Excerpt from the 2016 Economic
Impact Report:
“Clubs are engines of intense, local, economic
activity. The income and spending is mainly
within the community in which the club resides.
Clubs have been an integral part of the local
social, economic, and charitable center of
communities of all sizes since the 1800s.
Offering sustainable, long-term, “middle class”
employment in a family atmosphere, clubs are
a critical fiber of communities creating significant “Main Street” economic activity. Unique in
terms of its scale and omnipresence in towns
and cities large and small, the club industry
has endured, and will continue to endure and
make a significant impact on employment and
economic activity. CMAA is focused on understanding how to build and maintain clubs that
are economic engines of sustainable businesses. These clubs will subsequently produce a
positive impact on members, employees, and
communities.”

What’s your club’s story?
Every day, one or some of our member clubs are
in the news for the great things they are doing to
support their local communities. For example,
Ocean Reef Club was recently featured by Forbes
for partnering with environmental groups to restore
coral off Key Largo. Share your club story with us so
we can help further spread the good word!
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Welcome to Our Newest Members & Corporate Partners
November 15, 2018 – March 15, 2019
Executive
Pablo Castro

Royal Palm Yacht & Country Club (FL)

Christina Smelko

The Country Club (OH)

Mollie Collins

Jupiter Island Club (FL)

Rob Smith

Westwood Country Club (TX)

Mhyrlito Daniel

Merion Cricket Club (PA)

Kelly Stevens

The Grove Club (TN)

Ron Haas

Moraga Country Club (CA)

Andrew Swett

Wellesley Country Club (MA)

Piper Harris

Diablo Country Club (CA)

James Intermagio

Bent Tree Country Club (rejoining, TX)

Professional

Jeffrey Orkus

Country Club of Birmingham (AL)

Kyle Sweet

Kasey Patterson

Farmington Country Club (VA)

The Sanctuary Golf Club (FL)

Cristian Petrina, CCM The Heights Casino (NY)

Silver Partners

Ashley Pitcock

Woodbridge Golf & Country Club (CA)

Biologique Recherche (new)

Sharon Prothe

Mission Hills Country Club (KS)

Bodyworkmall (renewing)

Do you have someone you would like to introduce to CSFA?
Visit www.csfassociation.com/membership today!

Have You Heard the Word?
CSFA has launched a new Just Lunch event concept. Just
Lunch is just that, a casual and comfortable way to come
together for some learning and networking over lunch, where
registration is just $25! CSFA members are encouraged to host
an event at their club and invite local CSFA members and nonmembers alike.
We had a successful inaugural Just Lunch Houston event, so
many thanks and kudos to the Houston-area directors for taking
this idea and running with it. If you are interested in hosting an
event, please send an email to info@csfassociation.com – we
have a how-to resource you can use to make the planning and
execution easy!
Back to Table of Contents
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FUTURE-PROOF YOUR BUSINESS
What are you doing to keep up with the changing trends in the industry? Precor helps you leverage new
trends, technology and business models in fitness to boost revenues and future-proof your country club.
Differentiate Your Facility From The Rest:
www2.precor.com/Industrytrends
© 2017 Precor Incorporated

R e a d yC a r e

™

HOTEL • SPA • CLUB • GOLF

Special CSFA
Discounts

Your Partner for Personal Care Amenities,
Supplies & Private Label Solutions

Paul Wright Regional Vice-President of Sales

TM

(801) 979-5550 • pwright@readycare.com • www.readycare.com • www.purefiji.com

jonasclub.com
Your Partner for Personal Care Solutions

Contact Us
csfassociation.com | shopCSFA.com | 703-299-4277
An official subsidiary of the Club Management Association of America (CMAA)
For information, please contact: Corinne Grimaldi, cgrimaldi@csfassociation.com
Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .eps

Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .eps
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